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Semi-Finals Role Play Scenario 

 

Congratulations! Based on your selling persuasion, Travis/Tracey Gray has reluctantly 

offered to set-up a meeting with Jose/Joseline Macias, MVT’s Driver Manager. (Travis/Tracey 

told you that Jose/Joseline prefers to just be called Joe as he/she feels this nickname fits better 

with people across the industry with whom he/she has to work.)  

Travis/Tracey further told you that Joe’s hands were tied when it came to the company’s 

fuel purchase policy. Also, he/she told you that because of MVT’s long standing connections 

with Ortiz Truck and Tire Service you were not likely to get anywhere with Joe on the 

company’s purchase of tires in the local Las Cruces area. Also, Joe used to work for Ortiz Truck 

and Tire Service, he/she grew-up with the Ortiz family, and he/she often vacations with the Ortiz 

family at Elephant Butte Lake in central New Mexico.  

The only ray of hope Travis/Tracey gave you was regarding Love’s tire and service 

programs for drivers on the road, and maybe Love’s factoring program. However, Travis/Tracey 

said that the only reason he/she thinks you might be able to discuss the factoring program is 

because he/she really has no idea about the financial side of MVT’s operations. The advice was 

based on the fact that recently Travis/Tracey had two drivers that had issues with tire service at a 

Pilot Center. Also, Travis/Tracey indicated that because of Love’s tire retread program, Love’s 

might be more competitive on price than Pilot/Flying J.  

Based on the above information, you called your new friend, Darrell Goudge, for advice. 

Darrell said that Joe is also an NMSU graduate with a degree in operations management. He 

knows that Joe, like Travis/Tracey, is interested in moving up within the company since he/she 

likes the job and intends to stay in southern New Mexico. Darrell also said that because of 

his/her ambition, Joe is looking for ways to impress his/her boss and prove his/her worth to 

MVT.  


